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PAGE ONE THE QUILL ~ WEDNESDAY, APRIL 13, 1977 
Paolin9 Speaks On 'P licy Difference ' 
By WALLY ARGO poration. "The members of the By- . The QUILL asked Judge Paolino the role of the president as it ap-
pears in the By-laws of the Board of 
Trustees. 
News Editor laws committee includes Paul F. what he thinks the ·ro le of the 
with Miller (chairman), Stephen J. president is at R.W .C. "Th~ 
/~ Phyllis Jordan Carlotti, and James J. Rei'.:y. president carries out Board policy ." Article Five 
Gee Aertsen The QUILL asked Judge Paolino What was Pres. Sides role - at President 
" ... I'm not here to gain anythiJlg if there is a general pattern of R.W.C., specifically?" Whatever " The president shall be the chief 
from the colleqe ... I'm here to work trusteeships in colleges in New the functions of a president are, she executive attic.er of . the Cor-
for the college," said Chairman of England. "Some cotreges have does. The president has the duty qf poration. The amount of his annual 
the Executive Board of Trustees, fixed terms for trustees, others do administering the physical and compensation and the manner in· 
. Judge Thomas J. Paolino last week not, these are self-perpetuating academic areas of the college. which the same shall tie pay~ble 
during a interview with the QUILL. bodies. In most colleges, the board Within the lmits of the president's shall be determined from time to 
Judge Paolino feels that he was · of trustees is a policy making board, role, she is supreme. Fund raising is time by the l;:>oard of Trustees. He 
treated "Unfairly" by editorials they don't interfere with the the 'president's and Board of shall, subject to the control 0 { the 
printed i·n the March thirty issue of academic life of the. college." Trustees main duty at the college." Board of Trustees, have general 
the QUllL, "I had to hide the paper Whats a Presidenf The following is a description of charge of the budget of the Cor-
so my wtte and children wouWn1 · ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
see it." The Judge teels that the 
claims made in the editorial of a 
"Junta-type of control" over the 
college, and a "' complete 
"manipulation" of the Board of 
Trustees as well as the college 
Corporators are untrue," There is 
"nothing on a material basis that 1-
need from the college." 
A Tenure for Trustees 
Up until two years ago, there was 
a six year tenure for all executive 
board members at R.W.C. 
Presently there is none. There is no 
limit to how long an executive 
board member can serve. The 
trustee tenure was dropped from 
the committee by-laws as a result 
of a meeting between Paolino and 
the·College Corporators in 1975, the 
same year that Paolino would have 
had to step down as chairman had 
the by-laws not been changed. 
The present By-laws committee 
is now considering a reinstatement 
of a tenure for executive members. 
The QUILL asked Judge Paolino his 
feelings on this tenure, "I have 
made my feeling~ known. I favor 
fixed times for trustees. I am 
working with the by-laws com-
mittee on this. I think there ought to 
be fixed terms so we can keep 
getting new people. We want to do 
it in an equitable way. Last year you 
would have los~ important mem-
bers." 
The Judge was asked why the 
tenure was dropped, "It was 
changed because we don't want to 
loose our most active members." 
Those "most active members" who 
would have been dropped include 
Dr. Marshall N. ·Fulton, Gerald W. 
Harrington, Elwood E. Leonard, Jr., 
Louella Pell, James E. MacDonald, 
· Jr., and Dr. F.A. Simeone. Also 
included in· this list is the Judge 
himself. / . 
The Judge was asked who the 
tenure will effect if and when it is 
reinstated, "I cannot answer that 
yet. The decision will be made by 
the by-laws committee who will 
then recommend it to the Cor-
Dean Sw~anson 
Resi.gns 
~ Dr. R.H . . Swanson, Dean of Students at R.W.C. ;,All of the time and effort that Mike put into this 
submitted his resignation last week to Acting position should be appreciated by all of us. I am sure 
President William H, Rizzini after serving only seven that all of you will be happy to know that Mike will 
months in the capacity of Dean of Students. return to teaching and remain as an active member of 
As stated in Rizzini's memo to the college com- ·the Roger Williams College community·" 
munity datec;J March thirty-first, Dr. Swanson's In about two weeks an appropriate notice will be 
resignation has been accepted, although he will issued estabJishing a Search Committee to fill . this 
i>ontinue to serve in this .capacity for the rest of the position. 
academic year. · Dr. Swanson was, reportedly, out of town last 
T.he following is a statement by Rizzini-- Monday_and was .unavailable for comment. 
poration and of all the operations 
thereof. Subject to the approval of 
the Board of Trustees, he sha!I 
employ and remove and fi x the 
duties and salaries of al l other 
employees of the Corporation. He 
shall, unless otherwise ordered by 
the Board of Trustees, sign and 
execute all contracts, deeds, leases, 
mortaqaqes and other obliqations 
in the name of the Corportation. He 
shall do and perform such other 
duties as may be prescribed by the 
By-laws, or as may from t ime to 
time be assigned to him by the 
Board of TrustP.P.s" 
Six Resignations Acc.epted 
Judge Paolino gave . his feelings 
on why' he thinks President Sides 
and the five trustees resigned . "The 
president saw fit to resign . There 
were no differences between the 
president and me of any con-
sequence. -There WCJS a difference 
of philosophy. It had to do with 
functions of the president ·and the 
trustees. Five trustees resigned 
because they wanted to show their 
support for the president . They 
resigned voluntarily." 
In contrast to this, Judge Paolino 
mentioned earl ier in the interview 
that "Fifteen stayed on the Board 
to show their support for the 
college." 
Appo_intee Does Not Accept 
Of the three rrien appointed to 
the Board of Trustees, as reported 
in the last rssue of the QUILL (Mr. 
Andreoli, Mr . Car.lotti , Mr. 
Cameron), one did not accept. 
Colby Cameron of the law firm 
Edwards and Angelli, stated,"! was 
quite flattered obviously," when 
asked if the appointment came as a 
surprise. "Judge (Paolino) thought 
I had accepted, I _had to get back to 
him. On Sunday, I informed him. 
He had already announced that I 
had accepted. I couldn't accept 
anyway, b_e~ause all partners make 
decisions on anything we do." "We 
(firm) met and decided it would not 
be appropriate for me to accept ... ! 
would not feel it appropriate for a 
junior member to take his 
(Harrington's) place or by that 
manner anybody else." 
"Under all the circumstances it 
just wasn 't · appropriate. It's a 
difficult situation." 
Two Trustees Comment 
Bob D'Uva, a Board of Trustees 
member since 1972, stated that he 
was · not surprised by the 
Providence Bulletin article of March 
31, 1977. "The feeling that we are 
puppets is not true, I was appointed 
by the Corporation back in 1972. I 
don't know where they got this 
To Page Six' 
ACTING PRESIDENT WILLIAM RIZZINI, sitS once again in the position he heid once 
befor.e after former PRESIDENT DR. RALPH GAUVEY stepped down from the 
presidency. At that time, the college was also up for accreditation like it Is now. -
RIZZINI pulled the college through then and is expected to do it again:. One thing is 
different, before he used his old office. Now he sits in the number one seat. · 
' .
' •' 
Dr.Gauvey 
' - • ~,....;...; .t . \ J. \ \ ' \ ~ RefI;~t;Do;· i.oger Williams PAGE TWO 
By D~. RALPH E. GAUVEY 
Special to the QUILL , 
_Editor's Note: The following is the 
text of Dr. Gauvey's final address to 
the faculty and administration. 
Gauvey mentioned that this should 
be used as thoughtful advice during 
times of crisis. 
· determining tl'.Jeir own professional 
decisions. What . they teach and _ 
how they teach is left entirely to the 
academic area. Individual in-
structors are free to dream about 
' new cou.rses and then implement 
these· into the cufriculum. I am 
one of good will, , of trust in the My interest is-in Roger Williams the 
governed and the governors. He rebel who fought against all the 
emphasized strongly that those stupidities that placed a _barrier 
who govern do so only through the .. between men and the realization of 
consent of those who are gover.- their dreams. My fellowship is with 
ned. He was indeed a-forerur:mer of Roger Williams the pragmatist, who 
·the pragmatic philosophy _ of John believed that man and his f in-
stitutions should be flexible, 
present needs. 
It has been on these premises 
that during my tenure as president I 
have attempted to lead Roger , 
Williams College in the ethical and 
moral footsteps of Roger Williams 
"the man. Neither a state nor a 
college could wish for a more in-
spirational founder or . namesake. In spite of the niche which 
history has reserved for Roger 
Williams, there is really little known 
about the man. We don't know for 
certain when he was born and we 
certainly don't _ know what he , 
looked like because no painting or 
likeness, if ever made, has survived. 
In fact, when Rhode Island sent to 
Washington a statue of Roger 
Williams to be placed' in the capitol 
rotunda; artists simply had to make 
some creative guesses as to how to 
depict this state's founder. 
responsive to changing conditions 
and continually modif,ied to meet 
Merger- ' 
Fro_m Cover 
such a program; Sociology for 
example, or perhaps Biology in a . 
course of medical ethics." 
Compared to other colonial 
leaders, information about Roger 
Williams is indeed scanty; and as a 
matter of fact sharply divided. Even 
his detractors such as · Cotton 
Mather could admit to some good ' 
qualities about him and at the same 
time his defenders would oc-
casionally show signs of 
exasperation brought on by his bull-
headedness, tenanci;ty or the 
courage of . his conviction 
depending on where one might 
stand in relation to Roger Williams 
"As of June 30th or July 1st," 
says Dr. Jo~hua Stein, '_'the_ History 
department will be gorng rnt? the 
Humanities Divisiort " Accordrng to 
Stein there will be no immediate 
effed ' upon students currently 
attending the institution. "Primarily 
the effects- will be budgetary and 
will occur at the change of the fiscal 
~ -· .  · , year· in July. Of course, when? new 
catalog -is published, the History 
course offerings will appear under 
the Humanities section of the 
catalog rather than under Social 
Sciences," adds Stein. 
Success or failure of the new . 
program will be gauged by the 
number of non-History majors 
participating in it. "History majors 
will receive History credit for the 
History of Western Religion course 
which I shall teach in the Fall, but 
we will be sampling the general, 
non-major, interest in such a 
program from among the students 
on campus," says Stein. · 
"We will begin by offering a 
limited number of courses, some of 
which are already offered by the 
college, such as, Sociology of 
Re,!igion, Religion in America, 
Theodicy, and Philosophy of 
Religion," offers Stein. He also 
notes that the new minor will co-
ordinate these existant courses into 
at a _given moment. . . 
As I have learned more about 
Roger W illiams, I have decided that 
I am not nearly as intere,sted in the 
man as I am in viewing his -ideals, -FORM.ER PRESIDENT DR. RALPH GAUVEY 
his values, his attitudes, as a means proud to say that I, as President, Dewey when he noted that 
-of di'iterminlng what could be better was also allowed this freedom. And government should be flexible and 
for the human condition. My in- 1 devised a most interesting course responsive to changing conditions. 
terest in my creative research into in the philosophy of education, _the All of these somewhat idealistic 
Roger Williams' then b~came a . interest of which was shared with arguments were abrasive to the 
quest for the shadowy good that the fourteen students w~o signed . leadership of his day but none was 
exists in individuals and which up for the c_ourse. ·it was among my so abrasive to New ,Englanders as 
could perhaps point tl:ie way to a most exciting experiences at the his radical view that ~e Indians 
better tomorrow. . College. _ should be paid for the land which 
In his own day Roger Williams At Roger Williams College we was taken from them. 
was accounted as an enemy,, of also take-,seriously the eom:ept of Tne juxtaposition of Roger. 
society, and the Commonwealth of ecumenicism as broadly defined Williams the · man and Roger 
Massachusetts has only in the past from the work of Roger Williams Williams the college is in essence 
decade rescinded the decree of the man. At one time the College an inquiry into values. After over 
banishment issued against him. The operated in five-separate churches, three hundred years our society still 
colony which he is given credit for including the Episcopalisn, the struggles to understand and 
founding during his lifetime was Armenian, the Greek Orthodox, practice many of the values implied 
referred to disparingly as Rogues Roundtop Congregational, and to bl)-' the founder of the state. Perhaps 
Island and the State of Confusion, give a totality, our headquarters what is needed is a review and an 
and yet, Vernon Parrington in his were in the Young Men's Christian analysis of the vision of what can 
book, Main Currents in American Association on Broad Street. · be. . _ 
Thought, admits that Roger A value which I like to think was I believe that Roger Williams 
Williams was "the m·ost · the heritage of Roger Wiiliams the understood well }he cq_ncept Of 
provocative figure thrown up on man was one of including rather . human frailty; that he would have . 
the Massachusetts shores by the than excluding people of different championed the concept that all 
upheaval in England, the · one .religious or ethnic groups. To this people are really far better than 
original thinker amongs! a number extent I attempted as President_ they think they are. · 
of capable social architects." In somewhat successfully to broaden I believe that Roger Williams 
fact , Parrington's enthusiasm the base of our governing board to cared about his fellow man and 
compared with other historiams include a more realistic would be the first to state that a 
really knows no bounds when he representation of the people who concept of caring is needed today 
writes that "England gave her best live in Rhode Island. _ just as much as it was in Providence 
when she sent us Roger Williams." 1 am also proud that students at in the 1640's. 
In one of my early speeches the College are ottered the op- r like to believe that Roger 
shortly after I assumed . the portunity to assume a sig'nificant Williams the man shared an intense 
presidy, ncy of Roger Williams leadership apart · from the usual belief in quality and excellence 
Junior College, . I talked at length activities of student council, and tempered with compassion and 
about Roger Will jams, the man, his · token membership on various. understanding for his State and for 
ideal$, his values, and I closed my · committe.es. One of the s_tudents at all endeavors of his fellowman. 
speech by asking if Roger Williams Roger Williams College saw the Vernon L. Parrington gives a 
the College could afford not to opportunity to express himself in a ·most significant and poetic insight 
emulate_ Roger Willia~s the man. I sigRificant way and led a curticulu~ into Roger Williams: \ 
was, of course, talking _about the - reform movement wfilch resulted m "The gods, it would seem, were:· 
dreams of the future anti of !he • the acceptance by the total faculty pleased to have their jest with 
values that can make_ the better hfe. senate of -a completely new division Roger Williams by sending him 
Throughout r:'Y tenure as President of the College. _ to earth before his time. He lived 
of .Roger W1lhams College, m~ch Roger Williams the man iden- and dreamed in a future he was 
emphasis was placed on develop~ng tified himself as a seeker, a seeker not to see, impatient to bring to 
an educational institution wh_1ch after the truth a seeker after what men a heaven they were unready 
would fulfill Roger Williams' _ ideas could be good for all mankind. He for. And because they were 
of "a lively experimen~." . We al~o championed ,,and practiced the unready, they could not un-
indicated that · within this concept of the, open mind, the right derstand the grounds of his 
framework th~ Coll~g~ should h~ve of private inquiry, specifically, in his hope; and not understanding, 
no .comprise m terms ~f re~chmg time, ·as this related to religious they were puzzled and angry and 
continually for a quality rn ex- liberty .. We tend to jutjge the past cast him out to dream his dreams ' ce)lenc~ in education. To .state such by today's standards and _thµs in the wilderness." 
-values 1~ on~ ~atter, to 1mpleme,nt religious liberty is really not an issue Considering the context of the 
them 1s quite another. Roger today. However, Roger Williams times, theire was probably good 
Williams the man and Roger over three · hundred years ago · reason for his banishment. He had 
Williams the,.colleg_e f?~nd out that startled many_ of the colo~ials by the courage of his conviction and 
when a _gr.ou~ .of rndlVl?uals come insisting ·that individuals , have a he suffered the consequences. He 
tpgether, rnd1v1d.ual. ?tt1tude5 tend right fo worship as they pleased was a confirmed individualist who 
to clash. If the rnd1VJduals tend to and also a right ·to not worship if carried to its logical conclusion the 
be creative ~nd intelligent as indeed / they so pleased. · reformation principle of the right of 
they should m the development of a His ideas concerning government private inquiry. He was, ·) believe, 
state or the developm~nt of a were in an age of theocracy equally - the independent man. 
college, the cl~sh can at_ times take startling because he felt that in- I subscribe to Parrington's vi~ 
on catastrophic proportions .. ·. dividuals in concert . should be of Roger · Williams as a leader . of 
The facu!~ at Roger Wilha~ regarded as the cohesive·socia'I tie ' men who believed in the principle . ~- - · College are given a total freed.om m. of goverhment/ His principal was of goodwill ·as a cohesive social 'tie. 
Stein commented that "such a 
merger (History into Humanities) !s 
not uncommon "among colleges 
and universities. Because of the 
nature of the History discipline, it 
could be categorised as either 
Social Science or Humanities or_ 
both." 
· a cohesive concentration. 
"The History Department at 
RWC was originally put into the 
Social Sciences Division tb balance 
the facu lty of the Division," ac-
cording to Stein. "We would 
certainly' hope (and expect) that 
there will be mutual advantages to 
both areas through this merger," 
conclude5 Stein. 
. New Minor Program For-
mulated 
Stein added that a new minor 
program of study will be initiated in 
the Fall 1971 semester as a result of 
the merger of History with 
Humanities. "The pro·gram will be 
called " says Stein, "the Religious · Studi~s Program and will facilitate 
co-ordination between the History 
· area and the Philosophy area. Other 
areas also could be included into 
- ' 
gay 
communi~y ~ews 
,. . 
A non-profit gay weekly for women and men 
providing news, features. revi!!ws. calendars . 
guides. classif ied!!. and much more to the gay 
~omm~nity for more than three years. 
All coP_ies "'/ 
se,,t ina _ . -~ 
sealed ~--~) 
no-peek ~ ~:_-)-~~~ ~· 
enve lope. ·..:: . .,, '_'/ 
RATES: 
-12 weeks $4.00 
25 Weeks $8.00 
52 Weeks $15.00 
Our subscribers' 
names are kept 
strictly confidential, 
and are never sold 
o; used for 
any other purpose. 
Sample 
Copies 50¢ 
Outside U.S. additional $3.00 postage. 
GCN (~\ 
Dept. A· "9 
22 Bromfield Street 
Boston, M.I\ 02138 
, ~ HARRIET B,RA~FORD i' 
COFFEE SHOP . 
"Cl)ar-broiled Foods'' 
Open Fridays ti/11 am 
Sat-Thurs ti/16 pm 
423 Hope St. ,,, . · Bristol 
'' 
Photo World 
437 Hope St. 
···Bristol 
Cameras by 
CANON 
FUJI 
MAM/YA 
\ 
• Used l;.ameras and Lens By 
MINOLTA PENT AX 
Chemicals 
Accessories 
' Developing 
Darkroom Rental 
Zoom Lens 
Straps 
Belt Buckles 
Paper 
Reasonable Rates - Complete Facilities 
Stop in and Browse 
Student, Discounts 
* 
• 
' 
Fi1m Maker set£Qi;N£cY;~~ On Camp~;REE 
By GEN~ COU~TER . Guthrie; Jazz Dance, a New York to America in 1938. Leacock at- all over the world. . out to make a documentary having 
Ma!"agmg Editor dance hall circa 1954 (in which tended Harvard_ University . and Leacock joined with another film- res~arched. his suoiect ancs then 
lnternat1on.ally rekno"."'ned Leacock did the camera work), gr~duat~ with the "class of '43," maker, D.A. Pennebaker, and hahving setdit ahll uhp-dpreth-pl~nnbedf. In 
documentary film-maker Richard Toby about a tent show · Primary his maior was physics th od · d Th l · "b~ ot er wor s, e a a es1s e ore 
Leacock will be on the Bristol ("eld~rly" members of 'the com' During World War it he was a ~oge. er . pr. ~dee 1 k et tnhvisiK e he began, on the basis of his ob-' . . . . - cmptre, an ms1 e oo a e u . . h - · 
Campus, Thurs?ay, A_pnl 14, 19!7· mumty might remember) the 1960 combat photographer. After the Klux Klan, for CBS. The film won 1ec.t1ve. re~~arc -sometimes not so 
Mr. Leacock will show a selection Kennedy vs. Humphrey · primary war he' served as Associate ari Emmy and awakened a country. obiective. . . . 
of his films and discusshis work at 8 election campaign Producer and photographer for S L k · f t "To make his film, he did all the 
. . , ays eacoc in re erence o h h d'd 11 h" ed' · th p.m. in Lect~re Hall 129. Other films include: Happy Robert Flaherty in the production of himself, "Happy Mothers Day, an s ots, e. 1 a is iting, put e 
Leacock will be on campus as a Mothers Day, the Fischer quin- The Louisiana Story, which sub- account of the birth of quintuplets whole .thing togeth~r-based on_ 
guest of the RWC Honors Program: tuplets born in Aberdeen, South sequently won a Britich Academy in a middle western- town-which w.ha.t he wanted the film to convey. 
Dr. Nancy Harlow says that o~ the Dakota in 1963; A Stravinski Award and a Golden Lion of won sliver medals- both in Venice His idea edwouhld be cod~veyded hby hi~ 
Preceeding Wednesday Apnl 13 Portrait a personal look at the Venice d · L · · b th ·d · f th preplann • ence, ircte s ots, • . , • • · an in e1p1z, on o s1 es o e . 1 a.m entit.e program of Mr .. Leacock s . famed .. ar:tist; Chiefs, in Honolulu, He worked on numerous Iron Curtain. After completing continue~ Har ow. .. 
. films Wiii be screened I~ Lecture Hawaii In 1969 police chiefs documentary films. With Robert Chiefs a short film study of a .According t':l Harlow, ~eacock 
Hall 129 at 7 p m The entire college gathered for a convention· Queen Drew of Time-Life Leacock and a ' · f 3 00 1· h' f d reiected that idea. He said that . . . , • convention o , po ice c 1e s an h t actually happening wa 
community has ~een encouraged of Apollo, a film on New Orleans group of persons made a series of ' their wives at Waikiki Beach, 1 was w a w~s . · s 
to attend according to Harlow debutantes· Hickory Hill Ethel experimental documentary films u · d · rt 'ty t more interesting than all that. 
Films t~ Leacock's credit incl~de· Kenne·dy's ·h~me· and Ber~stein in which creatod the genre now fo .. erde ad humdque odppo rtum t of Leacock thought that you cou.ld do 
. f' f'I · • . ~ oun an ea up a epa men o f f TV . · r ·n Canary B.ananas, his very irst 1 m lsra~I. a study of the conductor. known ~s cmema verite. ' Among film at MIT." a ~ew . orm o 1.ourna ism 1 
made while he .was. a teenager; .To Richard Leacock was born July these ii_lms are The Chair, Eddie Leacock believes that "we· (film- which it .was poss~ble .to put 
H~ar Your Ban10 Play, ~n early f1I':" 18, 1921 in th~ Canary Islands. He S~c~s (al~o known as On the Pole), makers) should go out into the real yourself. in the s.ituation as 
with Pete Seeger and . Woodie was educated in England and came Cns1s, which won numerous prizes Id d d th .t 11 . unobtrusively as possible and then w':lr an recor e way 1 .re~ Y is. let the situation, as it e\lolves 
. ~d~'!'e/4 
Speed bumps are presently in conjuctiqn with the parking proposal, they will however be put in 
before the start of the Fall semester (77) no matter what occurs with the parking proposal. The speed 
bumps will be of minimal height fo slow down those drivers who like to whip around certain strategic 
areas where people are walking. Mainly the area around the Student center and the library, and around 
the area at the bottom of the old dorms where the hill starts. The S curve near the power plant and an 
area near the main entrance will also have speed bumps installed. Signs will be put up to designate 
these areas. Book Donation 
Any student, faculty, staff or friend of th'E! CoHege who wishes to donate, books to the Library are 
cordially invited to do so. · 
Paperbacks," hardcover, textbooks, magazines will be cheerfully welcomed at the Library circulation 
desk. 
Book Donation 
Books are heavy. Why not consider a used book donation to the ·college Library. Food for 
thought.. .you bet. 
Any books, including paperbacks, textbooks, and magazines may be dropped off at the Library 
Circulation Desk. Continued On 
If your books are too heavy, yolJ can get plenty of help by calling us at 2361 or 2231 . Page Six 
Rizzini Comments On 
Financial Status of RWC 
By GEE AERTSEN 
Editor-In-Chief . 
The financial status of any school 
is just one of many areas of an 
institution a.parent of a perspective 
student looks at before deciding on 
whether or not to enroll their child 
in the school. Here at Roger 
Williams, the financial picture is not 
what many would like it to be. 
Acting President, William Rizzini, 
said last week that, "the plan for 
next year (financially) is planned for 
a zero balance budget. That means 
that nothing will be left over after all 
is said and done." Rizzini added 
that "thats an awful dangerous way 
for an institution to 
operate." 
· In order to feel ·comfortable, 
1 Parking Problems 
-Go Way Back 
By GEE AERl'SEN 
Editor-In-Chief "' 
The issue of the parking lot blues at Roger Williams stems as far back as 
memory can allow. Parking is a continuing probelm that seems to refuse 
any form of proposal ro plan to get rid of it. · ' 
At a recent IMPACT press conference, Mr. William Rizzini, Acting 
President said that he can remember in the first issue of the QUILL in 1961, 
there was a story which delt with the issue of parking. Even then it was an 
issue. 
Since then, student and college officals ar:id organizations have been 
CrC;Jnking out new prpposals and plans which were made under the in-
tentions of squelching the problems concerning parking at Roger Williams. 
Jim Miller, President of Student Senate, said last week that the current 
problem has a history which dates back two years. In these two years, 
specific plans calling for better parking IJjlve b~£ll instituted, yet, withou~ . 
much success. Miller sa.id that, "former efements Were taken from the past 
plans" and from these elements, research is being done. "Freshpersons 
dominate the ownership of cars on campus," Miller said, "grade point 
averages have been correlated with q_wners of cars on campus" and that a 
definate correlation e:an be found. Miller also said that the current parking 
plan, which is still going through some final stages, "is still in a modified 
stage." Mlller said that Student Senate is working on security in the 
parking lots with Mr. McKenna. Miller commented that the reasons for 
doing this was, "so parking can be working in association with security." 
Rizzini added that the new plan is basically an "alteration and ad" 
justment of the old." A consultant, hired by the college, will give a cost on 
the alterations with the new plan. The Roger Williams College Engineering 
Department is also looking into the problem. 
_ Rizzini mentioned that the "end result will be moie parking spaces ·and 
better control. There will also be designated parking areas." 
The following are highlights of the proposal: 
A. The curb opposite the New Dorin will be recessed to allow what is 
now parrallel parking to become diagonal parking thus creating additional 
parking spaces. 
B. The curb between the dumpster in front of Unit 1 and the dumpster in 
front of Tower C Will be recessed to allow what is now parrallel parking to 
qecome diagonal thus creating additional parking spaces. 
·c. The existing unpaved parking spaces between the Student Center 
and the Main Entrance Road will be paved to improve current facilities. 
D. The curb opposit the ·Student Center will be recessed to widen the · 
rpad to make a free-flow of two-way traffic and make diagonal parking 
spaces: · .~~ ' · · . -
money wise, Roger Williams needs 
approximately 50 to 100 thousand 
dollars from other sou rces from the 
usual financial sources, according 
to Rizzini. "As a starter, 50 to 100 
thousand would be great." Rizzini 
also said that he knows of an 
alumni association in the state of 
Rhode Island which has raised 150 
thousand dollars. Another example 
of fundraising, or the lack of it, was 
that one president was removed 
because he only raised 200 
thousand dollars, Rizzini said, 
"some thought it wasn't enough." . 
Fund raising for Roger Williams 
may ' be getting a boost. Judge 
Thomas Paolino •. Chairmen of th.e 
Board of Trustees recently ap-
pointed Co-Chairmen of a 
Development , Committee. These 
that will be ahead of this committee 
are Mr. James Macdonald and Mr. 
James Reilly. 
" It makes you ?ick" Rizzirii said 
when asked about the many plans 
at the college and no money to 
back them up, "People come in and 
plan thing for everything. Then the 
plans go to the budget committee 
and· sometimes these is no money 
to back up the plan." 
Without sound we ~e~e limited naturally dictate what to film." 
largely to processes; this 1s how we ' . 
fish, this is how we blow glass, 
make boats, build dams, etc. With 
the advent of sound, far from being 
free, we were paralysed by the 
complexity and size of the 
equipment. We still went after the 
·real world and proceeded to 
destroy by our own impact, the ' 
very thing we went to record." 
In response, to the difficulties 
encountered by sound motion 
picture recording equipment, and 
. after much experimenting, Leacock 
managed to develop a smaller <1nd 
more manageable technology with 
which to capture reality without 
becoming involved with t ile action 
as it was really happening. 
- . Dr. Harlow commented, "Before 
Leacock, a film-maker would set 
."SEVEN 
UPS" 
win be 
shown 
Fri. & Sun. 
8:00 p.m. 
LH129, .50 
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The Quest 
Continues 
Here we are, back once again with just a few weeks left to finish 
all of the semester's work. There is a lot to be done by al l and 
everyone is wondering whet her or not they will be able to finish the 
alloted work in time. It always seems that the goal of getting all of 
the work finished is unattainable yet usually, the job(s) get done. 
Reviewing the vacation period: some feel that the vacation was 
truely the best, while others feel that their vacation was definitely 
the pits; yet, all seem to feel that they probably wouldn't sacrifice 
their vacation for anything. 
Despite J he brief respite, which helped to relive many a tired · 
individual, it, however did not remove the probl_ems that all left 
behind concerning the mass resignations at the college. A total of 
seven resignations have occl!rred in the past two weeks. That's 
one resignation every other day, on the average. There- also has 
been one relusal qf a recent appointee to the Board of Trustees, 
Mr. Colby Cameron. How many more unexpected surprises can we 
expect before things can once again fall back into place? Where 
are there surprises originating from? 
This type of uncertainty should keep everyone guessing for the 
rest of the semester for in the next few weeks, what occurs, or 
does not occur, may very well determine the future· of Roger 
Williams College. One thing is for certain and that is for as long as 
the community continues to probe for the truth _by asking 
questions like it has been doing this semester, then answers must 
come forth . AT NO TIME SHOULD THIS BEHAVIOR STOP FOR 
THE SAKE OF ALL!!! 
In our search for knowlcldge, the squeakiest wheel will always , 
get the most grease, in other words, those that inquire the most 
will get the most answers. It is. then, and only then; an individual 
can begin to make decisions on what is right and what is wrong. 
Any decision which is made prior to this woule only be premature. 
Right now, the ir:iformation flow is quite minimal in regards to the 
entire community. If you have a question and you feel that you are 
unable to attain such information, direct it to us, the QUILL, and 
we will try and get an answer for you. 
All Letters To The Editor are welcomed by the QUILL editorial 
hoard. ThP. length of each letter should not exceed 250 words. We 
reserve the right to edit material only for space, libel and /or slander. 
.I\ II letters nn 1st be typed and double spaced in 60 spaces per line and 
t11rned int•> the OU!l.L office by Friday. 
'" - c; .. ,. 
THE Q,UILL needs 
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· Contact : Bill Alicandro 
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' st1;1dents through th~ student activity fee, ahd outsi&e 
advertising revenue. In this sense it must be responsible 
only to the Student body of Roger Williams College. 
Unsigned editorials represent the views of this paper. 
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faculty, administration. or student body as a whole .. 
'Signed editorials, columns, reviews and ' letters 
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SPRING VACATION came at a most opportune time this year because it provided many with a much 
needed break when workloads are at their peak·: s·ome students took off a week earlier to enjoy the 
brief rest even more. One reporter vacated the college the Friday before the vacation officially began . 
W~";d~·~"F"~Om Florida 
By GEE AERTSEN " the . lane creates against one dangerous level where because of a 
Editor-In-Chief passeriger vehicles. During the rush lack of information, people will 
FLORIDA _ Bikinis, suntaned hour all the other lanes are literally create rumors and maybe false 
• 80 1'amm,ed ..-'with autos while the stories -on what has occured . bodies, gorgeous beaches, 
degree temperatures, ·cool breezes diamond lane remains almost Jumping to conclusions before all 
II Vacated. . Currently, the diamond the needed information is in can be and the peace and harmony usua y 
cannot be found at Roger Williams lane is being review, -; for its very dangerous. This · must be 
h Vl.ableness in California . averted · at all costs! Maybe the during the winter mont s, 
·1 · · h Night Versus Day .Executive Committee of the especially when turmo1 exists rn t e . . 
· f Back in Florida, in the week prior Trustees could meet for a certain high ranks which inevitably ef ects 
all in one manner or another. to Easter and Passover, the time period with small groups of the 
However, these beautiful aspects of beaches were stroked up to the college community SOON! · 
sun and bikinis were found last brim with yankees (snowbirds) and · Under the present system of 
week when this reporter took a other pursuers of the easy life. relaying information , only a 
brief vacation in Ft. Lauderdale, Temperature of the water range.d precious few will be privy to the 
f rom anywhere between 72 to 78 much wanted information. All that Florida. degrees. Comfortable and relaxing is discussed in these meetings From Potholes To Diamonds Some extreme · diff~rences were . are the descriptive words which fit between the Executive Committee, ,, 
found in ground transportation in the . type _or water that .ex
1 
ist~ i:n the Faculty and the Students, are 
Florida such as there are no Flon?a. It 1s heaven on earth. This 1s 'off the record' and not for public 
potholes in the flat .roads of the , c~rtamly a far cry from the cold , · information. This can only lead to 
S~nshine state makes driving not cnsp days of New England. further dissention amongst those 
so mysterious and dangerous as it Dema_nd The Tr~th . that continu!) to be left in the dark. 
is in Rhode Island. Florida is mostly Because this type ?~ liv1_ng 1~ so The Final Days 
flat with well lighted highways far from the type ~f living rn Bnst?I What can you do? Voice your 
leading the anxious vacationer to where no one enioys the turmo1!, thoughts, in either group or in-
just about anywhere he or she ~very one should ex~ress _their - dividual form to the Administration 
chooses. There are also reflectors views and dem~nd 1mmed1cate Building in care of Acting President 
embedded in the middle of the change. Change_ rn ~he by-laws ~f . WilliamRizzini. AlsQ, if you want, in 
· h. h a s wh'ich the Trustees wh1cb if changed will letter form addressed to the Editor 
maior 1g w Y are · b · - " bl ·d t f h QUILL Wh' h e a you 
strategically located between the col')trnue t~ ring rn new o~ o o t e . 1c ev r w y 
painted yellow lines which indicate the Execut1~e body of the c~llege. want to do it; do it NOW! 
when you can pass. These Another thrng to demand 1s _the Whatever happens, you will 
I f th I d f ac continue to be informed next year reflectors help illuminate the ap- rem~va . o _ e. c ou o . -
proaching highway at night, cred1tat1on which 1s cur_rently berng through the QUILL. Because there 
especially when fog dominates the held o~er . every~od1es heads. are only a few weeks left. 'these will 
th · t Accred1tat1on will NOT be be my FINAL QUILlS. I greatly 
we: ~~~~n~reiane can also be drastical~y affect_ed . because of the appreciate everyones help · and 
found when traveling near Miami happenings within the recent guidance along with the much 
on .Rt. 95. This special lane was w~ks as n:iany would have you appreciated loyalty shown in 
• • 1 believe. This comes down from reading the QUILL over the past 
created for special energy reasons. f h h' h d - · one and one half years that I have 
These reasons include cars with at some 0 t e ig est ec1s1on k f t .... 11 been Editor In Chief! I hope you will least two passengers riding in the ma ers .0 •Le co ege. . continue the same next year when 
car. One parrenger vehicles cannot . Also rnstead . of . surpressrng the 
use this lane. A similar lane, using . 1mmens.e curiosity many hav~ the QUILL returns next_ fall . 
the same philosophy also exists in developed over the recent wee~s, 1t \ 
. . ' . . should be encouraged to relieve . Thank you very much and best 
California. There, much d1ssent1on h' . . b f .t t t wishes to the class of 77! 
has been raised over discrimination t is curiosity e orfi! 1 ge s o a 
C "Lett~- 'ta Edtia~ J 
' . ' - "'.. ' . " 
Ehte Sets. Own Rules 
"In my opinion, the weakness of . and pledges of loyality. . • heady tribunal making decisions 
the R.W.C. Board of Trustees rests · In short, the Board, and that even the .most objective· 00.-:·: 
in the system by w'1ich members ef!pecially the Executive Com- server findi; hard to justify on other 
are recruited. As the meeting with mittee, be~oO,es a group of con- but self-serving grounds. 
the Executive Committee ,of the . f9rmists more.- concerned with It begins to look like vicfors of the 
Board made perfectly clear, socially . protecting club solidarity and the recent _ coup d'etat among · the 
and · politically prominent Board . status quo -(when - that does not Board of Trustees are ·perfectly . 
members sponsor other promin~nt clash with club solidarity) than with . willing _to serve the college, 
Staff Artist-Santo DiGati. Paul G_uillotte ,persons'. tn effect the Board, ancj ;' fostering a· spirit of creative.dissent' · provided they serve qn their own 
Writers'- Step~en Wend, Lisa Weiss, KinQ. . James especially the Executive Com-.• based upon thesis and antithesis. terms and , without dissenting · 
Weyant, Stephanie , ~ox; Meredith Coia · • Bill Wint~r • mittee; becomes an elit club.lll!ith a The ultimate result ot ' such a rigid voices .bothering their ears. Power 
Gary Miller , Mel Tabor, Karen Tobia, Merk Smith. set of written and ·unwritter( _ p~sition is that a diverse group of is the name of their garrie. If Y9.!W 
Dottsie. Baker. Marcie Cavaliere. '· clubhouse rul~ .. Mo~eover, · the . PfOminent citiz!ll'.15· havi11g held t.he·; play-b.y·their rules, welcome to the ·:: . 
. . -~ Board of Trustees m'!_~rits the same _ trust of the communitY· and the · ,. club.. It looks like Ms. Sides didn't 
, - P.flotograph9nt-Armand Teixeira, James Volk. Derrick · parochial perspe~tive as an.y ~t~S:__s~af'.!er; of _tli'e ' state to pr.omdte-the · war.it to play their . g~me anymore. · 
• 
( 
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GILLIGAN AND THE STRANDED CREW of the MINNOW entertained a group of Roger Williams 
students. Laughter was easily extracted as the hapless crew did their thing . 
e ~ ·"'- ~ 
A Night Not To Forget 
By LISA WEISS 
Staff Writer 
There was once the sounds of 
parying in Bristol. Over amplified 
·sounds of laughing, clapping, and 
in general, the sounds of people 
having a good time. Where was 
this? . At the Roger Williams 
Cafeteria of course, March 3'1 st ·at 
the variety show, "A Nig~t To 
Forget" presented by the Anytime 
Party Crew. 
As one studen3 described the 
show, in relationship to previous 
R.W.C. entertainment, 'ilt is · a 
Chatea La Ffite compared to a 
Gallo." Well, in not such fancy 
words, the variety show was a 
tremendous success. 
Written, produced, and directed 
by two Roger Williams students, 
. W illiam F. Jenks and D. Seth Ab-
bott, the show proved that there is 
a hidden talent among many of the 
students. 
Smudge Dicksen and Smear 
· (traveling incognito) presented the 
pre-show with their fine voices and 
guitar strumming, and as usual, 
captured the audience with their 
clever musical humor and warmed 
them up for the show that followed. 
Act one opened up with perhaps 
one of the best done skits. "The 
Prize is Bright." This was a game 
show that portrayed excellent 
acting ability with the characters 
involved, focusing on the four 
acting contestants. Jackie Morris 
and Rick Ney, with their vibrant 
acting personalities, led the 
audience to laughter. 
Bill Jenks (alias Crazy) played out 
A STUDENT RELAXES under a shady pine tree as ·the temperatures 
· begin to reach the comfortable range. Classes can begin to be seen 
being held outdoors as the semester com~s to an end. There are 17 
daze left. · · , - · 
Cla.ssifieds . 
' -','-HELLO FIZZLE . 
• . • L-' • HAPPY · BELATED BIR-
:. TflDA Y - Mrs. A! -
l.l:. •• 
THE. QUI-LL .. NEEDS ··¥.o_u , 
~ . . . :I 
~ i , 
~( ' , , 
his nickname well .in another scene. 
The crazy doctor Vl(as frustrated 
with his patients a 'do it yourself' 
appendix removal kit. Once again, 
the laughter in the crowded 
audience was a sure sign of suc-
cess. 
The climax of the show definitely 
sparked with the scene entitled 
"Split Level Head," a scene in a 
1950's ice cream parlor. Music, 
singing, dancing, and fine acting 
pulled it all together. Between the 
four talented singers, Bob An-
derson, Russ Fedoriw, Marsha Ann 
Taylor, and Seth Abbott, i:tie scene 
was brought to it's glory. 
The second half of the show 
lingered on with laughter, but 
· tended to drag on in one or two , 
weak spots. The audience was 
revived again with the "Boogie 
Woogie Bugle / Boy" hitting the 
scene . Jackie Morris, Marsha 
Taylor, and Therese Johnson did an 
excellent job with the singing. 
Marsha entered the final scene 
once again with Bob Anderson and 
Russ Fedoriw as they sang, 
"Goodnight Sweetheart, " and the 
entire cast made their fianl ap-
pearance. 
Well, it may be a shame that it 
was, indeed, the finale because 
after all, it is something that Roger 
Williams stire could use some more 
of. 
SETH ABBOTT portrays THE FONZ at the variety show. ABBOTT 
was one of the producers of the play along with BILL JENKS. 
SUMMER JOBS 
Expanding Corporation ·~ 
has full time openings 
AVAILABLE NOW! 
$600 Month Minimum 
Take-home pay and Tuition 
Aid 
For Information Contact: · 
Screening operator 
434-8900 9AM~5pm 
ARPO'' 
Of .Newport 
Tonight: 
Funk-Jazz-Roel< 
"JADE" April 14th 
Special Jazz Concert 
from- The .Jazz Workshop 
COLEUS II With Bobby ~Greene •· 
: · Every-Tuesday in April: /SWEET PIE Night 
Downing-. St · _ · 846~2948 
.1 
l 
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Golf Appears ReOdy To· Go ;d,. ,,::::·:::~h~,·:eop,, '"' 
Massachusetts is number seven on that way." D'Uva further stated, 
the current list of, Roger Williams "I'm deeply concerned (about) 
· list of players. John scored . a best what goes on at campus, (I'm) 
score of 91 in the tryouts. interested in th~ . 
1
college not 
By BEN HELLMENN -
Sports Editor 
The golf season . begins this 
Friday with a Tri-match against 
Rhode Island " and Bridgewater 
colleges. Here is a fi·nalized lineup 
of RWC players. 
Joe Occhi is number one. Joe is 
a Junior from Portsmouth, Rhode 
Island. He had a best round score of 
89 in tryouts held a few weeks ago. 
Number two is Sophomore 
David Tooli'n from Tiverton, 
Rhode Island. Dave had as 85 best 
round score in the recent. tryouts. In 
1972, Dave won the Green Valley 
Junior Championship. Then in 
1975, Dave won the Tiverton High 
School ·Divisional Championships. 
Freshman -Rick Siberine of New 
Providepce, New Jersey; is ranked 
number three. Rick's best round in 
the tryouts was an 88. 
In number four, with an 89 best 
round in tryouts, is Junior Jim 
Cota. Jim was captain on last 
year's team and scored a school 
record of 72, while being named 
"Most Valuable Player" on last 
year's team. 
Steve Platkin holds onto the 
number five spot. Steve is from 
Providence and is in his Sophomore 
year at RWC. His best round during 
tryouts was· an 89. · 
Senior Tim Whelan is from 
Bristol Rhode Island and currently 
holds onto the number six position. 
Tim had a best round of 94 in tryout 
· play. 
John Snyder from Needham, 
~..-~LifliM 
TROUBLESHOOTER 
So what do you do? The QUILL called Bill O'Conell, 
d11 ector of on campus housing and presented the 
prnblcm to him. O'Conell _said that he believed tha t 
While wandering around the units looking for leads 
to a broken clothes dryer, the QUILL ·came across 
what could be considered' as a very serious matter of 
. life <ind death problem; fire and safety. 
It s<~ems that students living on the northern side of 
Unit 9 have almost no practicle means of escape in the 
event of a f ire between their rooms and the unit 
lounge. There is only one door leading outside of the 
dorm on the ·northern side. Unfortunately, this door 
has been boarded over, leaving only one possible 
es" ape rou te, windows. 
· 1here was a problem; so he said that he had gotten in 
t• .uch wi th Bob Mc Kenna, Dean of Auxiliary Se!:_vices 
and Bill Nott, Director of the Physical Plant. Mr. 
O'Conell went on to say that "They assured me that 
there is rio problem:: . 
i scaping through the windows as far as was visible, 
· is pr<1ctically hopeless. Although the distance between 
the windows and _the ground is a concieva_ble leap, the 
The QUILL then called McKenna and asked him of 
1he problem. H~ replied, ·:Tlie fire department was 
hew when we constructed the wall (the boarded up 
door at the end of the hall) . I thought.we left it as a fire 
door. If a student wanted to use it, they could ~ I yvill 
have to check ... ! could be wrong." 
· i11 it•al act of getting through the windows is an entirely 
different matter. 
In the unit bedrooms there are two windows, both 
divided into two sections-a lower section that opens, 
--.!lnd an upper section that does not. Just by looking at 
the windows it becomes evident that only very small. 
persons. can fit through the lower section, and the 
upper section is made of unbreakable plexiglass. It 
becomes evident that there is no quick and easy 
means of escape. 
The QUILL then contacted Mr. Nott and asked him 
what he knew about the p·roblem, he replied, "All they 
have to do is break a w indow and jump out, they are 
on the first floor. Just take a chair and smash it 
through the window : If they could not do that then it 
would be different." 
, 
The QUILL asked Nott if he thinks there is a fire 
ha1ard, he repl ied, "Not really". He concluded, "Life 
and limb is our first consideration" . 
From page 3 President's Office 
The Presiden's office is given.in loving-memory of Herbert Marshall Holl)le, Mary Wilson Fell Howe 
Halsey DeWolf, Edith Howe DeWolf who owried and operated Ferrycliffe Farm on which this College 
was built. 1877 -·1964 
' 
, , . , Mary1Howe-DeWolf Fulton - Marshall Nairne Fulton 
,. ... - I 
· Tennis Courts · 
Mr. James A. Forte has donated to RWC four tennis courts which he himself will build through the 
Forte Brothers Construction Co., as reported to the QUILL by Mr .. James Reilly a co-chairman of the 
Developm~nt committee ol the Board of Trustees. 
The fencing and li ~hting vi.:ill ~e taken care of through already allocated funds to the college .for 
development and part1ar contnbut1ons donated to the committee for fencing and lighting. 
A ground breaking ceremony will be held within the next two weeks and the tennis courts will be 
completed by commencement on May 28, 1977. 
Library Book Sale 
The Roger Williams College Library will hold its spring book sa le, April 25-29 from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Mrs., Rebecca Tildesley, Director of the College Library, is pleased to announce that this year's 
selection will appeal to both the serious and light readers. The sale includes hardcovers, paperbacks, 
text .books, and magazines.' As in the past many RWC patrons have found this event reasonable in 
price and rewarding in selection. -
Blood Pressure Clinic 
The Rhode Island, Heart Association and Roger Williams College are sponsoring a free Blood 
Pressure Clinic in the College's Student Center on Monday, April 25th, from 11 :00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. in 
the Bay Room. 
. Af~n~ 
On Monday, March 28, 1977 Dean of .College, Dr. Edwin Wilde traveled to Atlanta, Georgia to 
establish a r:iew set of guidelines J or the needed accreditation to establish an extention of Roger 
Williams there. . . 
"In the past year, the college has been considering the establishment of a center in Atlanta," Wilde 
said, "We are now in the process of hiring a .consultant" for the program. The consultaot will produce a 
needs analysis which will judge the success potential of the Atlanta program. 'fhe consultant would 
also st~dV the Atlanta area for prop.er logation in the area. r 
.. 
Number eight, Bill McCreery · ~ecause I ha.ve mtlhons ?f dollars 
· f Er M · · d out because I man alumni. If all the 
rom iot, aine, came in secon T . h d t · t ·b te among 
in the.Maine schoolboy competition rustees a 0 con n u · 
in 1975. Bill scored an 89 in the them~elves $50:000, I would have 
· to resign. I don t have that WPe of tryouts. 
Alternates on the team include 
Jeff Parsons, Mitch Jarrosz, and 
- money. What I do have is a college 
Rick Everett. -
Jeff Barsons, the first on the list 
_ of alternates, is · from Belmost, 
Massachusetts. He is a freshman 
and had a best round of 9, in 
tryouts. · 
Alternate number two is Mitch • 
Jarrosz of Attleboro, 
Massachusetts. Mitch is a Junior at 
RWC 'and had a score. of 96 in 
tryouts. Mitch played three years 
on his high school team . . 
Last on the list of alternates · is 
Rick Everett of Woonsocket, 
Rhode Island. Rick is a Junior and 
had a 94 best round in tryouts. 
· Coach Langella says that, "A 
challenge system is set up, so 
player positions could change 
during the season. Our opening 
match is this Friday, a tri-match 
against RIC and Bridgewater at 
Swansea Country Club at 1 p.m. 
We're going to beat them . We have 
new 'outfits so we look better this 
year. We also have more spirit and · 
interest this season, and we' re 
more-organized than last year." 
degree." · 
When asked his feelings of the 
acceptance of the President's 
resignation, he stated, "If the 
resignation came to the full board I 
would have accepted it like the 
executive board. When a decisio 
has to be made, the executive 
board must make the decision." "If 
the full board met, the resignation . 
would have been accepted. I think 
the college is going to benefit from 
it." He added, "I felt that the 
-President (Sides) did not have to 
resign so abruptly." "As a result of 
this we lost a good trustee, Andy 
Sides, I had a great _deal of respect 
for the man." 
Mr. Stephen J. Carlotti , a newly 
appointed Trustee member had no 
comment on the Bulletin article. 
When asked his feelings on his 
appointment to the Board C!f 
Trustees, he stated, "I wouldn't 
have accepted if I hadn't wanted to 
be a board member." He further 
stated that he would have to 
become more acquainted with 
RWC before commenting on the 
issues at hand. 
A Real Fun Spot 
Anthony Road , Portsmouth 683-360(! 
We Are Happy 
To Have 
RWC Students 
As Our Guests 
At 
THE RAMADA 
Thru April 24 
."THE HITCHIKERS" 
Coming Up 
"NEW CENSATIONS 
And 
RYTH'YM · 
, · FriarlTuck Lounge - ,r 
Dancing Fri & Sat 
Country Kitchen open till 2AM 
Biggest Night Club in R.I.~ 
THE oura~WEDNESDAY, APRIL 13, 1977 
Tenrlis Wins First Two· Matches 
PAGE SEVEN 
Tennis is off to a fine start, as the Jim Mulligan played in the ·up victorious in the match. 
team demolished Bristol High -in a . number two spot and lost both sets Curt Sackman in number six 
scrimmage, and squeaked by a by 4-6 and' 0-6 scores. Bob Car- - position lost- out to the elements 
greatly improved Cape - Cod penter usually in the number two and lost both of his sets. 
Community College by scores of 8- . position, was not available as he Both Peter Bassel and Fran 
2 and 5-4 respectively. ; was still nursing a sore shoulder. Raczka won their matches cqn-
Everyone played in the scrim- Bob Fountaine competed in ·the vincingly, bringing the total score to 
mage match held at Bristol High, number three spot and won both eight victories against two defeats 
Eight singles and two · doubles sets. The first set went down to the . for an overall victory for the RWC 
matches were played insteadof the last·point with Bob coming out on team. (Usually only six individuals 
traditional six singles and three top, 7-6. The second set Bob won are counted in a match but since 
doubles so that all members on the ·in a more convincing fashion by a 6- this was a scrimmage all were 
team coulct gain' more valuable 2 score. counted. If you take traditional 
experience. Bruce Davis playing in· the match score it would be 6-2 RWC's 
Pat Rousso seems to have a number four spot, won in three sets favor eliminating the final two 
solid hold on the number one seed 6-4, 6-7, 6-2. tallies.) 
position on the RWC team. In the Rob Brodie in ' the number five In doubles competition at Bristol, 
Bristol High scrimmage, Pat played spot lost. the first set 1-6, then Jim Mulligan and Pat Rousso 
in the number one spot and won became acclimated to windy took care of the opposition's 
convincingly by scores of 6-3, and w'eather conditions and was vie- number one and two seeds in ·a 10 
6-2. torious in the final two sets to come game pro-set, 10 to 8. Then Rob 
... 
Bas·eball Record Boun_ces 
Coach Expects Big Se~son 
Eastern Conneticut and the Hawks 
lost both ' by scores of 9-3 and 9-0 
Brodie and Bob Fountaine, and Jim Mulligan..teamed up once 
playing against Bristol 's number 3 again with the same results, 
and 6 seeds also beat the op- winning in two sets 6-4 and 6-2. 
position in a 10 game pro-set. According to Coach Yakavonis, 
Action was heavy in RWC's "Jim's game- really improved since 
second match of the season, as the singles competition ; He played 
they squeaked by a vastly improves~ - in doubles the way he'.s capable of 
Cape . Cod Community College playing." 
team. In the second set of doubles Bob 
Pat Rousso in the number one Carpenter and Bruce Davis lost in 
spo,t started things rolling with a 7-6 two sets 0-6 and 3-6~ No shots 
tie breaker and winning the second seemed to be falling for them, and 
set 6-2 to capture his individual coordination, vitally important ·in 
match. - doubles competition, seemed to be 
Bob Carpenter in the number lacking. · 
two position, off his shoulder injury, In the third and final doubles 
played outstanding and won both competition against Cape Cod, 
sets handily 6-3 and 6-3. ....__ Rob Brodie and Bob Fountaine 
Bob Fountaine in the number lost their first set 4-5, but bounced ~ 
three position played well and back and won convincingly in the 
·hustled immensely, but lost 4-6, 7- fianl -two sets 6-1 and 6-1 . Coach 
5, 3-6, to a very consistant third Yakavonis says.that, "Rob and Bob 
seed for Cape Cod Community. came through in a pressure set. 
Jim Mulligan was in the Rob's exceptional net play and 
number four spot for RWC. Cape Bob's hustle and tennis stradtegy 
Cod's number one last year is their made this match a rewarding one 
number four this year, which shows for player and coach." 
their r.ate of improvement. Jim lost In scrimmage competition, Curt 
both sets in a close match by scores Sackman won two out of three 
of 4-6, 4-6. ,sets, and Fran Raczka, the only 
. Number five for the Hawks woman on the team won two 
against Cape Cod was Bruce ' straight sets. 
The baseball season began on a 
positive note two weeks ago, as the 
Hawks beat Barrington twice by 
scores of 11 -10 and 5-3 at 
Barrington College . . Basketball 
respectively . Pitcher John Allen 
had to leave the first game in the 
fifth inning with RWC trailing only 
by a score of 4-2, with a blister on 
one of his fingers. Coach Correia 
says that, "John . pitched an ex-
cellent game while he was in there, 
our relief was weak and is an area 
we must work upon." 
· David. Bruce won convincingly by Coach Yakavor is concerning the 
John_ Allen was the winning The lntermural -Sa sk etba·ll 
pitcher of the first gitme and Randy situatitl'h is •very tight and highly 
Clarkson fo liowed it up with an competitive, w ith many teams tied 
excellent pitching performance in for important playoff positions. 
game number two. Here is a rundown on how the top 
There were two home runs in the teams stand. 
first ' game. These deciding blows In t he Northern Division Unit 4 
were hit by Randy Clarkson a stands pat w ith theundefeated 6-0 
designated hitter , and Steve record . Unit 2 holds onto second 
Guzzon the shortstop. Larry· Turner place by themselves with a 4-2 
also had a fine hitting day as he mark. -Unit 1, Unit 6, . and Com-
collected an important three RBl's muters are tied, but Unit 1 holds 
in the first game. onto third place being victorious 
In game number two of the against other teams. •Unit 6 and 
double header, Pete Romano hit a Commuters will play it out today to 
beses loaded double bringing in decide the last playoff spot. (4th · 
three runs. This later proved to be place) 
the winning blow in the 5-3 In the Southern Div ision, 
decision. , Ramada, first floor, and second 
After the two victories against floor all sport 5-1 records and are 
Barrington, came a somewhat automatically in playoff com-
disappointing 13-6 defeat by the petition. However, third floor and 
hands of ·Bryant. According to Hgusing have equivalent 3-3 
coach Correia, "John pitched a records and also -must battle it but 
excellent game. The defense let him today, as their counterparts must 
down, allowing nine unearned runs. from the Northern Division. 
I have found my nu'mber three ·This Sunday, after today's tie 
starter in John Lambert." . breakers, quarter finals and semi-
On Tuesday, April 3, the Hawks finals will be played. Next Sunday, 
. ·went up against the number- one April · 24th, the lntermural 
rank team in division three. (Hawks Basketball championship will be 
are in division five.) .The team was . decided. 
The Coach added that, " W e have 
not played anyone· in our .own 
division yet. We' re going to_ have an 
outstanding record in Division 5. 
Our present record of two w ins and 
three losses is not bad considering 
the caliber of competition. I expect 
a 16-10 or perhaps 18-8 season this 
year." 
Last Thursday, the baseball team 
lost a double header to ' 
Massachusetts Maritime by scores . 
of 5-2 and 9-7 respectively. 
Then on Satu'rday, the Hawks 
split a double header winning the 
first by a score of 4-1 and losing the 
·fianl game in extra innings 6-5. In 
the f irst game, Randy Clarkson had 
a no hitter going into the seventh 
inning, and ended up pitching a one 
hitter, giving up a base hit in the 
seventh inning. John Lambert was 
the pitcher of record in the heart-
breaking loss in game number two. 
Randy now holds a 2-0 pitching 
mark in early season action. The 
next Hawk game is - today . at · 
Western New England College. 
I ntermural Softball Schedule 
Wednesday, April 13 3:00 4th Floor vs Aquidneck 
4:15 1st Floor vs 3 North 
Thursday, April 14 3:00 Ramada vs Commuters 
4:15 2nd Floor A vs Otherside 
Monday, April 18 3:00 . 2nd Floor B. vs 4th Floor 
4:15 Aquidneck vs -1st Floor 
Tuesday, April 19 3:00 3 North vs Ramada 
4:15 Commuters vs 2nd Floor A 
Wednesday, April 20· 3:00 2nd Floor B vs Otherside' 
4:15 4th Floor vs 1st Flpor 
Thursday, April 21 -3:00 3 NQ~h vs Commuters 
4:15 2nd ·Floor A vs Aquidneck 
Monday, April 25 3:00 Otherside vs Ramada 
4:15 4th Floor vs 2nd Floor B 
Tuesday, April 26 3:00 Aquidneck vs Otherside 
4:15. 1st Floor vs 2nd Floor A 
Wednesday, April 27 3:00 Ramada vs Commuters · 
4:15 3 North vs 4th Floor 
Thursday, April 28 3:00 Aquidneck vs 1st Floor 
4:15 3 North vs Ramada 
Monday, May 2 3:00 Commuters vs 2nd Flooi A. 
4:15 '2nd Floor B vs Otherside 
Tuesday, May 3 3:00 4th Floor vs Aquidneck 
4:.15 1st Floor vs 3 North 
Wednesday, May 4 3:00 Ramada vs Commuter 
4:15 2nd Floor A vs 2nd Floor B 
PLAYOFFS WILL BE MAY 5th and MAY 6th ' 
*Th~ !~rSt ~tea~ .in each division will make the playoffs_. 
Nike 1 lis Unit 2 
. Nike 2 vs Unit 6 ' 
Unit 1 vs Unit 7 
Camp vs Unit 9 
Unit 12 vs Nike l 
Unit 2 _vs Nike 2 
. Unit 6 vs Unit 1 
Unit 7 vs Camp 
/ 
Unit 9 vs Unit 12 
Nike 1 vs Nike 2 
Unit 2 vs Unit 6 
Unit 1 vs Camp 
Unit 7 vs U,nit 9 
Unit 12 vs Unit 2 
Nike 1 vs Unit 9 
Nike 2 vs Camp 
Unit 6 vs Unit 7 
Unit 1 vs Nike 1 
Nike 1 vs Unit 2 
Nike 2 vs Unit 6 
Unit 12 vs Unit 7 
Unit 1 vs Unit 9 
Unit 12 vs Nike 1 
Unit 2 vs Unit 6 . 
Nike 2 vs Unit 1 
,-
Unit 7 vs Camp 
,_., --
scores of 6-1 and 6-3. Cape Cod match, " It was close 
Number six Rob Brodie had a down to the wire . It was one I really 
tough day in singles competition. wanted to w in. The team needs to 
The match was tied overall 3-3 after w in these close ones," 
the singles competitio.n was The next match will be tomorrow 
completed. at Curry College, starting at 2:30. 
In doubles action Pat Rousso (Thu rsday, April 14th.) 
BRISTOL FERRY ROAD 
PORTSMOUTH R.I. 
r 
One Mile South of Mount Hope Bridge 
Home Made Pizza 
Plain Cheese 
Sausage 
Pepperoni 
Cholirico 
Onion 
Mushroom 
Pepper 
3-Way Comb. 
2-,Way Comb. 
House Sp~ial 
I 
N.Y. Style Cheesecake 
Open Daily 
11.:30 a.m. 
'til 1 :00 a.m. 
Entertainment 
Wed-Fri-Sat 
8:30 'til 12:30 
Call Ahead: . 
' " 683-4490 
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